MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS(')
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Introduction.
Let M be any nonempty set and SÍM) the group of all permutations of M. If X is any cardinal number, then X+ shall denote the successor
of X. The smallest infinite cardinal number shall be denoted by the symbol d.

The cardinality of M shall be denoted by | M |. The support of s e SÍM) is defined by spts = (xeM:s(x)

# x}. The fixed set of s=fs

s = {xeM:s(x)

= x}

= M - spts.li\M\ = X ^ d,d ^ Y^ X +, defineSLY,Y) ={s 6 SÍM): \ spts |< Y}.
The alternating subgroup shall be denoted AÍX). It is well known that the normal

subgroups of X(S, Y) are AiX) and the set of subgroups S(Y, Z) with d i= Z _ Y

[1]. The set of all groups SLY,Y), d ^ Y= X+ , together with AÍX) is called the
set of symmetric groups on the set M. Since S(Z, Y) S S(X', Y") and 4(X) S AÍX')
if and only if X = X' and T= Y' [1], the notation is unambiguous up to isomorphism and depends only on the cardinalities of the sets. If |m| = n < d,
the standard notation of S„ for SÍM) and ^4„ for the alternating subgroup will

be used.
This paper determines the structure of certain classes of maximal subgroups
of symmetric groups. Maximal shall always mean proper maximal. It happens
that classification of maximal subgroups is convenient in terms of concepts of
transitivity. A subset H of SÍM) is transitive if for each x and yeM, there is
se H such that s(x) = y. Otherwise H is intransitive. If H is a subgroup, the
relation R on M defined by xRy if and only if there is se H such that s(x) = y
is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes are called the sets of transitivity of H. Let n < d; H is n-set transitive if for each M, £ M with \M,\ = n
and for each s e SÍM), there isreH such that riMj) = siMj). H is n-ply transitive
if for each s e SÍM), there is r e if such that r | M, = s | M,.
The principal results of this paper are as follows: Partition M into P and Q
with | Q | ^ | P |. It will be shown that all intransitive maximal subgroups of

SLY,7) or of AÍX) are of the form S(ß) •S(P)n S(Y, Y) or S(g) •S(P)n ¿PO
respectively with | Q | finite. Similarly all intransitive maximal subgroups of S„
are of the form S(g) • SÍP) with | Q | < | P |. All transitive maximal subgroups of
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S(Y, Y) for Y> d will be shown to contain S(Z, d). Thus the class of intransitive
maximal subgroups of SLY, Y) with Y > d is also the class of maximal subgroups
of SÍX, Y) containing no subgroups normal in SLY, Y).

If | M | and | ß | are both infinite, then S(ß) •SÍP) n S(X, 7) is not maximal
in SÍX, 7), but can be used to construct a transitive maximal subgroup. The
class of such transitive maximal subgroups is probably not the class of all transitive maximal subgroups of S(X, 7), although this question is still open.
It will be shown that the transitive maximal subgroups of S(Z, d) and AÍX)
not containing A'X) are S(Z, d) n JV(jK) and A'X) n 7Y(X) respectively where

K = TI a za S(MJ with {Ma}a e^ a partition of M such that | Mx | = | Mp | Va, ß e A
and where JV(K) is the normalizer of K. Thus all maximal subgroups of S(Z, d)
and AÍX) are determined. Similarly it will be shown that all imprimitive maximal
subgroups of S„ are iV(K) with K as above. Hence imprimitive maximal subgroups of S„ are completely determined up to isomorphism by the proper divisors of n.

I. Intransitive
Let the set M,

| M | = X ^ d, be partitioned

|p| =x, \Q\ =Z, 0<Z|I,
used:
Qs = {xeß: six)eP}.
Q's =

Maximal Subgroups

d^ 7=Z+.

{xeß:

s(x)eß}

= ß-ßs.

Ps - {yeP:
P; = {veP:

s(j)eß}.
s(y)ei'}

= í'-Ps.

into ß and P such that

The following notations will be

S(ß,7) = S(ß)HS(Z,7).
S(P,7) = S(P)nSLY,7).

SiQ,A) = SÍQ)nAÍX).
SÍP,A) = SÍP) nAÍX).
JÍZ) = SÍQ)-SÍP).
JiY, Z) = JÍZ) n S(Z, 7) = S(ß, 7) • S(P, 7).

JÍA,Z) = JÍZ) n AÍX).
If {ß,P} and {Q',P'} are two partitions of M such that |ß| = |ß'|,
then
S(ß) • S(P) S S(ß') • S(P') in a natural way. Thus J'Z) is completely determined
up to isomorphism by Z, and the notation is reasonable. The class of all subgroups of SÍX, X+) constructed in the above manner will be called the class of

J-subgroups.
The following theorem lists some facts about J(7,Z)-subgroups for which the
proofs are obvious, hence omitted. The notation H _ G means that H is a subgroup of G, and H < G means H is a proper subgroup of G.
1.1. Theorem.

Each of the following statements

(1) J(Y,Z) < SÍX, 7), J(A, Z) < A'X).

is true:
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(2) If Z > 1, then fs JÍY,Z)= 0 and fs J(4,Z) = 0.
(3) If Z<d,
(4)

then \QS\ = \PS\^Z for each seSÍX,X+).

For each seSÍX,d)

(5) IfZ^d,

\Qs\ is not necessarily

(6) If Z<d,

or AÍX), |ßs| = |Ps|<d.

Y>d, then for each seSLY,7), |ßs| ^Z and \PS\ =Z, but
equal to \PS\-

then seSLY, 7) - J(Y,Z) or AÍX)-JÍA,Z)

if and only if

seSÍX,Y), respectively AÍX), and Qs¥= 0(7) The permutation seS'X,d) —Jid,Z) or AÍX) —JiA,Z) if and only if
seSÍX,d), respectively AÍX), and ßs # 0.

(8) IfZ^d,

Y>d, then seSLY, 7) - J(7,Z) if and only if seSÍX,Y)

and Qsï 0 or Ps # 0.
1.2. Definition.

For

each

seSLY,A'+),

define

the

transfer

index of

s = T(s) = max{|ßs|,|Ps|}.

It is clear that s e S'X, 7) - JCY,Z) or A(X) - JÍA, Z) if and only if s e S(X, 7)
respectively AÍX), and T(s)#0.
A set of lemmas which are useful in the investigation of the classes of JÍY,Z)subgroups will now be stated and proved. Some of the lemmas are stated in a
more general form than actually needed here. For S £ SÍM) the notation <S>
means the subgroup of SÍM) generated by S.

1.3. Lemma. Let Z<X
or Y<X+,
re <J(7,Z),s> such that:
(1) | P0ir) | = X where P0(r) =fsrnP.
(2)

ßr = ß,.

(3)

Pr = Ps.

(4) riQr)nPr

seSiX,Y)

- JiY,Z).

Then there

is

= 0.

Proof. If X > d, consider the unique decomposition of s into disjoint cycles.
Since \Qs\è Wand |Ps| g W, where Wg Zand W< Y, then|s(ßs)UPs\^2W<X.
Thus there are at most 2TT cycles whose intersection with s(ßs)UPs is nonvoid.
Let Cy denote the cycle in s in which the letter y occurs, and let P, = {yeP: Cy

n isiQj) U Pj) = 0 }. Clearly P,cP

and \Pt \ ■ X. Define s, e SÍP, 7) by

siiy) = y if y eP —Pi and s^y) = s_1(y) if yePi. Then s2 = s,se <J(7,Z),s>
and satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3).
If X = d, then Z < d or Y=d, so |ßs| = |PS| = n < d by Theorem 1.1. Denote ßs = {xt)U, and Ps = {yjj[=,. Define s, e SÍP, 7) by Sl(y) = y; if y = six,)
for some i = 1, ---,«, and s,iy) = s '(y) if y ^s(ßs).

Then s2 = Sise(J(7,Z),s>

and satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3). Let P, = P —Ps.
Let s2 and Pi be defined as above for the pertinent case and denote Qs = {xx}xeA.
Choose {yx}XEA^P,, and define s3eS(P,7)
by s3 = Y[xeAis2ixx),yj).
Then
r = s3s2e <[JiY,Z),sy and satisfies conditions (2), (3), (4). Also r satisfies condition (1) since \P,\ = X, P0(r) = P,- {yx}xsA, and | A j < X.
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seS(Y, 7) - JiY,Z),

{xji=1 £ ß,

= Z. Then ft",.¿x,,y,)e<J(F,Z),s>.

Proof. It may be assumed that |ßs| = 1 since iJ(Y,Z), s> = (JiYZ)^'1}.
It may also be assumed that s has the properties implied by Lemma 1.3. Let
x e ßsand yeP0is). Define s, =ísíx),y)eSÍP,
7). Then s~1s1s =(x,y)e<J(F,Z),s>.

Now (x.xJeSiß,

Y) and (y,yi)eS(P,

Y). Thus

(^i,yi) = (};>>'i)(^^i)(^,>')(^»^i)(>';yi)e<^(i',2))s>.
The lemma is now obvious.

1.5. Lemma. Let s,reSÍX,Y)-

J(Y,Z) such that Qs = Qr, Ps = Pr. Then

re(JÍY,Z),s>.
Proof. Now s"1(ß) = '-"1(ß)
and rs~\P) = P, so rs'1eJ'Y,Z).

and s~\P) = r~\P),
hence
Then r = rs~1se{JÍY,Z),s').

rs~\Q)

= Q

1.6. Lemma. Lei Z < Xor Y< X+, seSÍX, Y) - JCY,Z)with \ Qs\ = W= d.
Lei O^f^W7.

T/ien i/iere is re<J(Y,Z),5>

suc/j í/iaí |ßp| = W, \Pr\ - V.

Proof. It may be assumed that s has the properties implied by Lemma 1.3.
Denote Qs= {xx}xsA and partition A into A,, A2, A3 with \A, | = \A2\ = W

and | A31= V. Choose (yJ.^cPrfi)
Now partition

and let st = n« 8x,(si>«),y«)e S(P, Y).

P0(s) - {ya}a s¿3 into P,,

P2, P3 with | Pi | = | P21 = W and

| P31 = X. Now choose s2 e SÍP, Y) such that s,^
S2({s(^J}«6^1)={s(^«)}a^1^2.

s2 fixes

UP2) = P2, s2({s(x«)}, , Aj)= Pt,

P-(P1UP2u{s(xJ}„^lUi2).

That

such an s2 exists is a consequence of the cardinalities of the various involved sets.
Then

r = s'^^^e^J'Y,

|ßr| = w+V=W

Z),s},

Qr = {xx}xsA^M,

Pr = {yx}xeA¡.

Thus

and |Pr| = V.

1.7. Lemma.LeiZ < Xor Y< X+,seS'X, Y) - J(Y,Z), \Q,\ =W,0^V^W.
Then there is re(JÍY,Z),s}
Proof.

such that T(r) = V.

It may be assumed that s has the properties implied by Lemma 1.3.

Denote Qs= {xx}xeA and partition
A into A,,A2
with |A1| = K. Choose
{yXeA^Pois),
and let s, = Y\xeAíísíxx),yx)eSÍP,Y).
Then
r = s~1s,s
B(JiY,Z),s},Qr
= {xx}xeAl, and Pr = {y.}..Ai.
Hence |ßr| = |Pr| = V, so

Tir) = F.
1.8. Lemma. Let Z < X or Y<X+,
|Ps| = |Pr|. Thenre<[JiY,Z),sy.
Proof.

Now |Qs| =min{Y,Z},

s,reSÍX,Y)

- JiY,Z),

|ßs| = |ßP|,

\PS\ = min{Y,Z}, |P - Ps| = X = |P-Pr|.

Case 1. | ß — ßs| = |ß — ßr|. In particular the situations where |ßs|<Z
or Z < d are included. If | ß - ßs | < Y, choose s, e S(ß, Y) such that Sj(ßr) = ßs

and si(ß-ßr)

= ß-ßs.

If |ß-ßs|

= Y=d,

choose s,eSÍQ,Y)

such that
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si(ßr) = ßsIf \Q-Qs\^Y>d,
then
|ß-(ßsUßP)|
= Y. Partition
ß-(ßsußP)
into ß1;ß2,ß3
such that \Q,\ = \QS-Qr\,
d^|ß2|<Y,
| ß21 = | ßP | ^ | ß! |. Choose s, e S(ß, Y) such that Si(ßP) = ßs, s,ÍQs - ßP) = ßlf
Si(ßiUß2)
= ß2u(ßP-ßs),
s, fixes ß3. If Y=d, choose s2eSÍP,Y) such
that 52(Pr) = Ps. If Y>d, partition P-(PsuPr)
into P,, P2, P3 such that
|P,| = |P5-Pr|,
dg|P2|<
Y, |P2|^|Pr|^|P1|.
Choose s2eSÍP,Y) such
that s2ÍPr) = Ps, s2ÍPs - Pj> = Pi, s2(Pi UP2) = P2 u(Pr-Ps),
s2 fixes P3. For
Si and s2 chosen for the appropriate situation as above, s3 = ss2Si e <J( Y,Z), s>,
ßS3 = ßP, PS3 = PP. By Lemma

1.5, re<J(Y,Z),s3>

E <J(Y,Z),s>.

Case 2. |ß-ßs|
# |ß-ß,|,
|PS|<Z.
This occurs only if Z^d.
Now
Iß,-. | =|Ps| = |Pr| = |ßP-1|<Z,
so |ß-ßs-.|
= |ß-ßr-.|.
Thus Case 1
may be applied to show r l e(JÍY,Z),s x> = {JiY,Z),s}, so re(J(Y,Z),sy.
Case 3. |ß-ßs|
# |ß-ßP|,|Ps|
= Z. Note that Y>Z^d
and |ßs|=Z
= | ßP|. It may be assumed that s has the properties implied by Lemma 1.3. Denote Qs = {xx}xeA and partition

{y*}aeA2^Pois) and
s2 = s'^^e
Thus
|ßS2|

A into A,,A2

define s,eSÍP,Y)

with \A, | = \A2\ = Z. Choose

by st = []=<^(sfchyJ-

Then

<[JÍY,Z),s},
QS2 = {xx}x eAl, {xx}x sAi £ Q - QS2, and PS2 = {yj,, 6¿2.
= |PS2| = |ß - ßS2| =Z.
(Actually
s2 = [7=, eÄ2ixx,yx).)
If

|ß-ßr|=Z,

set ri=s2.

If |ß-ßP|

= lf<Z,

partition

ß-ßS2

into

ß,,ß2

such that |ß,|=Z,
|ß2|=
W. Denote Q, = {x'x}xeÄ2. Define s3eS(ß,Y)
by
«3 = EL- e¿2(*a. x'j).
Choose
{y^ eAi £ P0(s) - {yj,, eAl,
and
define
*4 = Y\«eA2(yx,y:)eSÍP,Y).
Then s5 = s2s4s3s2e<J(Y,Z),s2> ^<JiY,Z),s},
QS5 = QS2VQ,,Q-QSi

= Q2,PS5={yx}xeAlv{y'XeA2-

Hence |ßS5| = Z =|PS5|

and | ß-ßS51 = If. Put r,=s5.
Let rt be as defined for the pertinent situation, then | ßri | = | ß, |, | Pri | = | Pr | ,

and|ß —ßPl I = Iß —ß,|- Case 1 may now be applied to yield re<[J'Y,Z),rjy

S<J(Y,Z),s>.

1.9. Lemma. LetZ<Xor
Let O^V^W.
(1)

|P0(r)|

Y<X+, seSÍX,Y) - JiY,Z), with\Qs\ = W^d.

Then there is re<J(Y,Z),s>

such that:

=X.

(2) riQr)r\Pr=0.

(3) \Q,\ = W.
(4) | ßo(r) | = Z where ß0(r) =fs rr\Q.

(5) |P,| = r.
(6)

r(J'r)nßP

Proof.

= 0.

Suppose W< Z. Then Z > d. By Lemma 1.6, there is Si6<J(Y,Z),s>

with | QSi| = W, \PSl\ = V. Furthermore it may be assumed that s, has the
properties implied by Lemma 1.3. Thus s, satisfies (1), (2), (3), (5). Now
| ßSl Usi(PSl)| < Z, so consider the cyclic decomposition of Si. Let Cx denote
the cycle in s, in which x occurs and let Q, = {xeQ:Cxr\(ßSi
Usi(PSl)) =0 }.
Since there are less than Z cycles which intersect ßsi \Js,ÍPsl), | Q, | = Z. De-
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fine s2 e S(ß, Y) by s2(x) = x ii x e Q — Q, and s2(x) = s, *(x) if xeß!.

Then

r,=s2s,e(JÍY,Z),s,y^<:JÍY,Z),sy,
Q,=fs
r,nQ,
Qri = QSl, PPl = PSl,
r,iQri) = s,iQs¡), Poir,) = P0(s,)- Thus r, satisfies (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5).
Suppose 17= Z. It may be assumed that s has the properties implied by Lemma
1.3. Denote ß5 = {xx}xeA and partition A into A,, A2 such that | A, \ = ^ = j A2 |.
Choose

{yx}x eAl c P0is),

and define s,eSÍP,

Y) by s, = f\x eÁ2ísíxx),yx).

s2 = s-1s1s = n=IeA2(^)ya)e<^(^Z),Si>£<J(Y,Z),s>,
s2 n ß = ß - ßS2 ^ {xj, eAl, PS2 = {yx}x eÄ2,fs s2nP

Then

ßS2 = {xJ£ie^2,
/s
Thus s2 satisfies

= P-PSi.

(1), (3), (4). Note that \P.2\=Z.
Choose {yx}xeAl <=P-{yx}xeA2
S3 = n«.iia(y«yi)Then
s4 = s3s2e<JiY,z),s2y^<iJíY,z),sy,
i,S4 = ^2,ßo(s4) = ßo(52)- Thus s4 satisfies (1), (2), (3), (4).

and define
ßS4 = ßS2,
If V=Z,

then s4 also satisfies (5), so put r, = s4. li V < Z, apply to s4 the
construction used in the proof of Lemma 1.6 to yield s5e<[JÍY,Z),s4y
£<J(Y,Z),s>,|PS5|

= V,\Q,S\ =Z,

Now apply to ss the appropriate

ß0(s4)£

ß0(s5). Thus s5 satisfies (3), (4), (5).

construction from the proof of Lemma 1.3 to

yield s6e(JÍY,Z),s5y^(JÍY,Z),sy

satisfying (1), (2), (5). Since this construc-

tion composes s5 only with permutations in SÍP, Y), properties (3) and (4) are
preserved. Put r, = s6. Then r, satisfies (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).
Let r,e(JÍY,Z),sy,
satisfying (1) through (5), be defined as above for the
appropriate situation. Partition ß0(j"i) into ßi ,ß2 such that | Q, | = Z = | ß21.
Denote Pri = {yß}ßeB, choose {xß}ßeB^Q,,
and define s7 = Y\ß EBir,iyß),xß)

eSÍQ,Y).

Then

r = s7r16<J(r,Z),r1>

riPr) S ßi ,ß2 = ßoW,

Kßr) = ri(ßPl),

^<JiJ,Z),Sy,
P0ir) = P0(ri).

ßr = ß,1,

*,-*,»,

Thus r satisfies all con-

ditions.

1.10. Lemma. Let Z<X

or Y<X+, seSÍX,Y) - JCY,Z), |ßs| = W=d,

0 = m ^ n < d. Then there is r e <J( Y,Z), s> such that | ßp| = n and \Pr\ = m.

Proof.

If n = 0, choose r e J( Y,Z). If n > 0, it may be assumed that s has all

properties implied by Lemma 1.9, in particular that | Ps | = m. Denote Qs = {xj,, sA

and P, = {y,}r-i. Choose {*,}?=i = ß0(s) and defineSl=nr= ,isiyd,x¿eSÍQ,Y).
Partition A into A„A2 such that |^4j | = W, \A2 | = n —m. Partition P0is) into
Pi,P2,P3 such that \P,\ = n-m,\P2\
= d,\P3\=X.
Define s2 e S(P, Y) such
that s2'{sixjj}x

P3.

Then

|ßr|

= n,

eAj) = {s(xx)}x „A, s2i{sixj)}x

r = s-1s2Sise<J(Y,Z),s>,
|PP|

s2ÍP,

UP2)

= P2,s2

fixes

Pr = Ps. Thus

= m.

1.11. Lemma. Let Z<X
or
d^W^Z.
Let reSÍX,Y)-JÍY,Z),
Proof.

eAl) = P,,

Qr = {xj}r=,^{xx}xeAl,

Y< X+ , se SÍX, Y) - J'Y, Z), T's) = W,
T(r)^W. Then re(J(Y,Z),Sy.

It may be assumed that | ßs | ^ | Ps | and | ßP | ^ | Pr |, since otherwise

one may consider inverses of s or r.
Case 1. |ßP| = W, \Pr\ = F= W. By Lemma 1.6, there is s,e(JÍY,Z),sy

suchthat Iß,, I = W,\ Pn | = V.Thenby Lemma1.8,r e (JÍY,Z),sjy £ (JÍY,Z),sy.
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Case 3. T(r) = n < d. In this case | ßP| = n, | PP | = m, n = m. By Lemma
1.10, there is s,e<[JÍY,Z),sy such that |ßSl| = n, |PSl| = m. By Lemma 1.8,
re<J(Y,Z),Sl>£<J(Y,Z),s>.

1.12. Theorem. Let Z<d.
Then for each Y, d ^ Y= X+ ,JiY,Z)
maximal subgroup of SÍX,Y).

is a

Proof. Let s e S'X, F) - J(r,Z), re SLY, Y). Then T'r) = m, O^m^Z.
If m = 0, then r e J(Y,Z) £ <J(Y,Z),s>. If m#0, denote ßp = {x,}r=i and
?,-{n}'.i.
By Lemma 1.4, s,=Y\T=iixi,yde<:JiY,Z),sy.
By Lemma 1.5,
re<J(Y,Z),Si> £<J(Y,Z),s>. Thus SiX,Y)^<[JiY,Z),Sy. The reverse inclusion is obvious.

1.13. Theorem.

If J'd,Z) is a maximal subgroup of SLY,d), then JiA,Z)

is a maximal subgroup of AÍX).

Proof. Let s, r eA'X) —JÍA, Z). Now r e (Jid, Z), s), so r = FT?=t s¡, n < d, where
sfeJ(d,Z)

or s¡=s m for some integer m, i = 1, •••,«. Let P0 = P —( (J"= t spt sj)

| P01 = X. Choose a transposition t e SÍP, d) —AÍX) such that spt t c P0. Then
r = (n?=isí)ít where s/= s, if s¡e,4LY) and s/=S;f if s¡ <MP0- Now

n"-iS,'e<J(^Z),s>,
£JL4,Z).

so n»-lSi'GA(X) and t^tfl^iO'Ve

1.14. Theorem. Lei df^Zf^X.
JiA,Z) is maximal in A'X).
Proof.

¿LY) nS(P, d)

Hence re<J04,Z),s>.

Let s,reS'X,d)

Then Jid,Z) is maximal

in SiX,d)

and

- Jid,Z). By Theorem 1.1, | ßP| = | Pr \ = n < d. De-

note Qr = {xj}ni
=, and Pr = {yi}f=,. By Lemma 1.4, Si = n^ifey.Oe<J(d,Z),s>.
By Lemma 1.5, r e<J(d,Z),s,> £ <[J'd,Z),sy. Thus J(i,Z) is maximal in SiX,d),
and by Theorem 1.13, JiA,Z) is maximal in AÍX).
1.15. Lemma. £or each s,reSLY,X+),
Proof.

T(s)4-T(r).

ßrj = [ß,ns-1(PO]u[ß;ns-1(ßr)].

Hence

Similarly [ PPS| = T(s) 4-T(r).

1.16. Theorem.

If Z^d,

Y>d,

T(rs) g T(s) 4- Tir).
|ß„|

= |ßs| + |ßr| =

Thus T(rs) = T(s) 4-T(r).

then JiY,Z) is not maximal in SiX,Y).

Proof. Let s e SLY,Y) - J( Y,Z) with T(s) < d. By Lemma 1.15,r e <J(Y,Z), s>
implies that T(r)<d.
Thus <J(Y,Z),s> contains no permutations with infinite
transfer index. Since S(.Y, Y) contains permutations with infinite transfer index,

<[JÍY,Z),sy^SÍX,Y).
For each Y, d<Y^X+
, let CX(Y)be the class of all JiY,Z) subgroups with
1 _: Z < d. Let Ct(d) and Ci(^4) be the class of J(d,Z) subgroups, respectively
JiA,Z) subgroups, with lgZgl.
By Theorems 1.12 and 1.14, if r7eC,(y)
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or Ci04), then H is maximal in SLY, Y), respectively AÍX). Now HeC,iY)
implies that H is intransitive and contains
H e C,iA) implies H is intransitive.

no subgroup

normal in SLY, Y) ;

1.17. Theorem.
Let G be SiX,Y) or A'X) and let H be an intransitive maximal subgroup of G. Then HeC,iY)
or C,iA), respectively.
Proof. Since H is intransitive, the sets of transitivity of H form a nontrivial
partition of M. Choose ß and P, | ß | _ | P |, partitioning M such that every
set of transitivity of H is a subset of ß or a subset of P. Denote | ß | = Z, and

let JÍZ) = S'Q)-SÍP). If G = SLY,Y), Y>d, then H ^J'Y,Z) <SiX,Y), so
H =J'Y,Z). By Theorem 1.16 and Theorem 1.12, l^Z<d
and HeC,{Y).
If G = SiX,d), then H ^Jid,Z)< SiX,d), so H = Jid,Z). By Theorem 1.12
and Theorem 1.14, HeC,id). If G = A'X), then H = J(A, Z) < AÍX), so
H=J(A,Z). By Theorem 1.13 and Theorem 1.14, He C,iA).
Theorem 1.17 shows that the preceding constructions yield all possible intransitive maximal subgroups of the infinite symmetric groups. Theorem 3.12 will
show that C,'Y) is the class of all maximal subgroups of S(.Y, Y) containing no

subgroups normal in S'X, Y) if Y> d.
For the finite symmetric groups, let | M | = n < d. Partition M into sets P and

ß suchthat |P|e|ß|-

Letp=|p|,

q = |ß|, J(a) = S(ß)-S(P).

1.18. Theorem.

H is an intransitive

maximal subgroup of S„ if and only if

H = Jiq), q<p.
Proof. Suppose H = Jiq), q < p. Let seSn — Jiq) and let (x, y) be
any transposition not in Jiq). It may be assumed that xeß
and y e P.
Let Xießs,
yieP-Ps.
Then (xu yj) = s~\six,),
s(y,j)se<[Jiq),
s>. Thus
(x,y) = iy,y,)'x,x,)ix„y,)'x,x,)iy,y,)e<[Jiq),sy.
Since an arbitrary transposition is in <[Jiq), s>, (J(q), sy = S„. Thus H is maximal and intransitive.
Suppose H is an intransitive maximal subgroup of S„. Then H _ Jiq) for
some q, so H = Jiq) by maximality. If q = p, let s e S„ —H be chosen such

that s(ß) = P. Then <//,s> # S„. Hence q < p.
Thus all possible intransitive subgroups of S„ are also determined.

II. Transitive

Maximal Subgroups

2.1. Definition. If d^Z^Y^X
+, Z<X, define L'Y,Z) = {seSLY, Y):
Tis) < Z}. If d < Y^ Z ^ X and Y has a predecessor Y-, define
L( Y,Z) = {s e S(X, Y): T(s) < Y_ }.
It will be noted that no attempt is made to define L'Y,Z) in the case where
d <Y^Z
_ .Y where Y has no direct predecessor. This will be clarified later

by Theorem 3.17.
The following theorem is one of the principal results of this paper;

however
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the proofs are straightforward
be omitted.
2.2. Theorem.

applications of Lemmas 1.11 and 1.15 and will

The following statements are true:

(1) L(Y,Z)<SLY,Y).
(2) If d^W^Z,W<Y,
In particular

401

then S(X, W) £ L(Y,Z).

SLY,d) £ L(Y,Z).

(3) If W> Z or W^ Y, then SLY,W) $ L(Y,Z).
(4) If d<Z< Y, then L'Y,Z) = JÍY,Z) ■S(Z,Z).
(5) // d+ <Y^Z^X,
then L(Y,Z) = JiY,Z) ■SLY,Y~).
(6) Ifd"Z<
Y, then JÍY,Z) ■S(Z, d) < LÍY,Z).
(7) If d+ = Y^Z^X,
then JÍY,Z) ■S(X, d) < L'Y, Z).
(8) If Z = W+ < Y, then L'Y,Z) = <J(Y,Z),s>for any seL(Y,Z) such that
Tis) =W. If Y~ = W+ <Z^X,
then L'Y,Z) = <J(Y,Z),s>/or any seL'Y,Z)
such that Tis) = W.
(9) LiY,Z) is maximal in SiX,Y).
It is also possible to generate maximal subgroups over partitions of M in the
case where Z = X, Y=X+ .
2.3. Definition.

For

each seSÍX,X+),

define the

remainder

index

of

s = £(s) = max{|ß5'|,|p;|}.

The next lemma is clear, so the proof is omitted.
2.4. Lemma. The following equations are true for every s,re SiX,X+):
(1) Qrs = [ßsn s-\p'r)] uIQ'Sn s-x(ßP)].

(2) Prs = [p. n s^Cßä] u [p; n s-^PJ].

(3) Qrs= IQ*n s" HP,)] u [ß; n s" »(ßi)].

(4) p;5= [p. n r Hß,)]u [p; n r Hp;)].
In the following lemma statement (1) is a direct restatement of Lemma 1.15.
The proofs of statements (2) through (8) follow from Lemma 2.4 in the manner

of the proof for Lemma 1.15.
2.5. Lemma.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Tirs)^
Tirs)^
Tirs)^
Tirs)^

The following

Us)
Ris)
Tis)
Tir)
(5) Rirs)^
Tis)
(6) Rirs) ^ Tis)
(7) Rirs) = Tir)
(8) Rirs) = Tir)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

inequalities

are true for every s,reSÍX,X+):

Tir).
Rir).
Ris).
Rir).
Rir).
Ris).
Ris).
Rir).

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5.
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2.6. Lemma. Let s,reSÍX,X+). l/min{T(s),R(s)}<IF
then Tirs) < 2W or Rirs) < 2W.

2.7. Definition. If Z=X,

and min{T(r),R(r)}< W,

define LLY+,.Y)= {seSÍX,X+): Tis) < X or

Ris) < X}.
2.8. Lemma. Let Z = X,s,reSiX,X+)

- LLY+,X) such that |ßr| = |Pr|

= |ß;| = |p;| = X. Then rs<LLY+,X),s>.
Proof. Since s e S(Z, X+) - LLY+, X), T(s) = AT= £(s), so s must satisfy one
of the cases listed in the following table :

Case

Qs

m

N

1*1
<x

x

<x

x

<x

x

<x

By the obvious symmetry induced by Z =X, case V is essentially the same as
case 1, and case 2' is essentially the same as case 2. Therefore it suffices to consider cases 1, 2, and 3.
If case 1 holds, partition Qs into Q,, Q2 and Q'sinto ß3, ß4, all of cardinality X.
Choose SieS(ß) such that s,isiQ'sj) = Q, uß3 and s,isiPs)) = Q2 Uß4. Put
s2 = ss,s. If case 2 holds, partition siP's) into P„ P2 and s(ßs) into P3,P4, all of

cardinality
X. Choose s,eSÍP)
such that S!(s(ßs)) = Pi UP3
and
s,isiP'J) = P2 UP4. Put s2 = s~1s,s.licase
3 holds, put s2 = s.
In whichever case applies, s2 e <L(X+, X), s> and | ßS21= | PS21= | ß^21 = \p'S21
= X.

Choose

s3eSÍQ)

s4(PP) = PS2,s4(P;) = P;2.

ßS5= Sr> P.,-Pr.

and
Then

s^eSÍP)

such

that

s3(ßr) = ßS2,s3(ßr) = ßs'2,

s5 = s2s4s3e<L(Z+,X),s2>

By Lemma 1.5, re<J(X+,X),s5>

2.9. Lemma. Lei Z = X,s,reSÍX,X+)

£ <L(Z+,Z),s>,

£ <L(X+,X),s>.

- LLY+,X), i/ien re<L(X+,X),s>.

Proof. By Lemma 2.8, choose s, e<L(Z+,X),s>
such that |ßSl| = |Psl|
= | Q'si | = | P'SlI = -^ • Now r must fit one of the cases displayed in the table listed
in the proof of Lemma 2.8. Again by the obvious symmetry, it suffices to con-

sider cases 1, 2, and 3.
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If case 1 holds, denote |PP'| = Y<X.
Partition Qjl into ßi,ß2
with
| Qi | = -X"= | Öä | - Choose s2eSÍQ) such that s2is,ÍQ'sjj) = Q, UßSl and
s2's,(Psjj) = Q2. Partition s,ÍP'sj) into Pi,P2 and Si(ßSl)into P3, P4 such that
| Pi | = Yand | P2 | = | P3 \ = | P41 = X. Partition P'S1 into P5, P6 and PSl into
P7, P8 such that |P5| = Y and | P6| = | P7 | = | P8 | = X. Choose s3eSiP)
such that s3(Pi) = P5, s3(P2) = P7, s3(P3) = P6, s3ÍP4) = P8. Put s4 =
slS3s2Si e <L(X+, X), s,y £ <L(X+, X), s>.
If case 2 holds, denote |Pr| = Y< X. Partition s,ÍPsj) into ßi,ß2 and Sj(ß^)

into ß3, ß4 such that [ Q, | = Y and | ß21 = | ß31 = | ß41 = X. Partition Q'SI into
ß5,ß6

and QSI into ß7,ß8

such that | ß51 = Y and |ß6| = |ß7| = | ß81 = X.

Choose s2 e S(ß) such that s2(ßi)

Partition P'Sl into P,,P2
s3(si(ßsl))

= -PslUPi

= ß5, s2(ß2) = ß7, s2(ß3) = ß6, s2(ß4) = ß8.

such that |P, \ = X = |P21. Choose s3eS(P) such that

and

5,(5^;,))

= P2.

Put

s4 = SiS3s2Sie<L(Z

+ ,X),s1>

£<L(X +,X),s>.
If case 3 holds, put s4 = s,. Then in any case, | ßs„ | = | ß,|, | Qi \ = \ Q'r\ ,
|ps4| = |pr|, |p^| = |p;|.
Choose s5eS(ß)
and s6eS(P)
such that s5(ßr)
= ß,4, Sj(ß,) = Qi, SeiPj) = PS4, s6ÍPj) = PS4.
Then
s7 = s4s6s5 e <L(X+, X), s4>
£<L(X+,X),s>,
ßS7 = ßP, PSl = Pr- By Lemma
1.5, re<J(X + ,X),s7>

£<L(X +,X),s>.
2.10. Theorem.

Lei Z = X. Then the following

statements

are true:

(1) SÍX,X)<LÍX+,X).
(2) L(X+,X)<S(X,X +).
(3) If seSÍX,X+)-LÍX +,X), then <L(X+,X),s> = S(X,X+).
(4) L is a maximal subgroup of SiX,X+).
Proof.

If seSÍX,X),

then T(s) < X, so s e L(X+, X). There is r e L(X +, X)

such that T(r) = X, so rÇSÎX,X).

Thus (1) holds.

By Lemma 2.6, if s, r e L(X +, X), then rs e L(X +, X). For every s e S(X, X+ ),
Tis) = Tis'1) and £(s) = £(s_1). Thus L(X+,X) is a subgroup of S(X,X +).
Furthermore there is seS(X, X+) such that Tis) = X = £(s). Hence (2) holds.
Statement (3) holds by Lemma 2.9, and statement (4) is a consequence of (2) and (3).
In summary, when Z = X, defining L(X +,X) = {seS(X,X+): T(s) < X or
Ris) < X} yields a transitive maximal subgroup of S(X, X+). The usual definition of {seS(X,X+):
Tis) < X} does not yield a maximal subgroup since it is
a proper subgroup of L(X+,X). For each Y, d< Y^X+ , let C2(Y) denote
the class of all possible LiY,Z) subgroups. If HeC2iY) then H is a transitive
maximal subgroup of S(X, Y) and S(X, d) <=P/.

III. Properties

of Transitive

Maximal Subgroups

An obvious conjecture to follow the construction of transitive maximal subgroups of S(X, Y), d < Y_ X+ , is whether or not C2iY) is the class of all such
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subgroups of S(X, Y). This is still an open question. Failing to answer this question,
a logical conjecture is whether or not all transitive maximal subgroups of S(X, Y)
contain SiX,d). Other conjectures are whether ^4(X) contains any transitive
maximal subgroups and whether SiX,d) contains any transitive maximal subgroups other than AÍX). These questions will be answered in this chapter.

3.1. Definition. Let M be a set, |m| arbitrary, H ^ SÍM). A relation £ in
M x M is an H-r elation if whenever (x,y)e£ and heH, then (fj(x),/i(y)) e £.
If an //-relation is an equivalence relation, it is called an H-equivalence.
It is immediate that an //-equivalence induces a partitioning of M into equivalence classes called sets of primitivity of H.
The following material through Theorem 3.6 is taken from lecture notes by
Wielandt [2], so proofs are omitted.

3.2. Theorem.
cardinality.

The equivalence

classes of an H-equivalence

have equal

3.3. Definition. A transitive permutation group H on a set M is called primitive if each //-equivalence on M is trivial, that is if each //-equivalence is either
MxMor
A, where (x,y)e A if and only if x = y. Otherwise H is called imprimitive.
3.4. Theorem.
itive.
3.5. Theorem.

If H is n-ply transitive for some finite n = 2, then H is prim// H

is

n-set

transitive

for

some finite

n^.2

and

| M | > n 4- 1, then H is primitive.

3.6. Theorem.

// ¡M|^d,

H primitive on M, and H n S(X, d) ¥={e},

then AÍX) £ H.
3.7. Lemma. Let d<Y^X,
//nS(X,d)^{e}.

H a maximal subgroup of SiX,Y).

Then

Proof. Suppose H n S(X, d) = {e}. Then H ■AÍX) = S(X, Y), so if s e S(X, d),
then s = hr with heH

and reAÍX).

Hence h = sr~xeS'X,d),

so h = e and

r = s. Thus se A'X) and S'X,d) £ A'X), which is not true.
3.8. Theorem.
Let d^Y^X+,
H a transitive maximal subgroup
G = SiX,Y) or AÍX). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) H is n-ply transitive for some n ^ 2.
(2) H is n-set transitive for some n~¿.2.
(3) H is primitive.

of

(4) A'X)^H.
(5) H is n-ply transitive for all n, 0 <n<

d.

Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2), (4) implies (5), and (5) implies (1). By Theorem
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3.5, (2) implies (3). If G = SiX,d) or AÍX), then H n S(X, d) # {e}; and if
G = S(X, Y), Y> d, then by Lemma 3.7, H n S(X,d) ^ {e}. Then by Theorem
3.6, (3) implies (4).
As a consequence of Theorem 3.8, it is immediately clear that ^4(X) has no
maximal subgroups which are primitive, and that the only primitive maximal

subgroup of S(X, d) is AÍX).
3.9. Definition.
Let M be partitioned into {Mx}xeA. For each seS(X,X+)
let As = {aeA:siMj)^Mß
for all ßeA},
A¿=A-AS.
Define /(s) = |^s|
= mixing index of s.

3.10. Lemma.
Proof.

For every s,reSÍX,X+),

I(rs) <: /(s) 4- /(r).

Now s induces a one-to-one function s from .4/into

A, defined by

s(x) = ß if s(MJ = Mp. Then Ars £ As u[^n
{asi:
ríX^J) # ALj for all
j3e A}] = is U [is'n {a e i : riMm) ^ MB for all ß e A}] = ¿s u [i; ni"1 (4
ns-(^))].Thus|irs|^|is|4-|iP|.

3.11. Lemma. Let K = J]a 6^S(MJ and JV(PQ= normalizer ofK in S(X,X+).
£>e/zne M^(s)= {meM„: s(w)eAif)'
T/ien seN'K)
following conditions hold for each a,ßeA.
(1) Maßis)= 0or
Mxßis) = Mx.
(2) siMxßis)) = 0 or s(Ma/î(s)) = M,.

if and only if both of the

In view of Lemma 3.11, seN(K) if and only if /(s) = 0.
3.12. Theorem.

Let d < Y= X+,

//

a transitive

maximal

subgroup

of

SiX,Y). Then v4(X) <=H .
Proof.
nontrivial
sisting of
a,ßeA,

Suppose not.
//-equivalence
the equivalence
and by the

Then by Theorem 3.8, H is imprimitive, so there is a
£ in M x M inducing a partition {Ma}a eA on M conclasses of f. By Theorem 3.2, | Mx | = | Mß | for every
nontriviality of £, | A| > 1. and |Mx| > 1. Let

KiY) = [ U« *aS(MJ] n S(X, Y) and N(K, Y) = JV(K)n S(X, Y) = /Y(/C(Y)) in
S(X, Y). By Lemma 3.11, // = JV(/C,Y) < S(X, Y). Thus by the maximality of
H,H = NiK,Y).
Suppose |.4|_-d.
Select a countable subfamily {M;}f=1 of {MX}X£A. Let
xieM¡,s = (Xi,x2),r = n¡"i(^2„-i^2„)-Since|Mi|=2,s,reS(X,Y)-iV(/C,Y).
Now /(s) = 2, /(r) = d. Thus by Lemma 3.10, r$<[NÍK, Y),sy.
Suppose A = {l,2,---,n},n
<d, then |M¡\ = X 2: d, 1 ;£ i = n. Let s = (x,y)
where x e M,, and y e M2. Now s e S(X, Y) —N(/C, Y) and has the property
that for each i e A, siM¡) n Mj is infinite for exactly one je A. Observe that
every permutation in NiK,Y) also has this property. Suppose s,,s2eSÍX,Y)
satisfy this property. Let ieA,
then there is unique je A such that

|si(/4¡) n Aj| = d, and there is unique keA such that | s2ÍAj) n Ak| _ d. Then A:
is the unique element of A such that | s^^i,)

<~^Ak\_ d. Thus s2S! satisfies the
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same property, and in particular every permutation in (N(K, Y), s> must satisfy
this property. Now let M, be partitioned into Q, and ß2, M2 be partitioned into

P, and P2 suchthat

\P, \ = d = | ßn | and |P2| = X = | ß2 |. Choose reSÍX,Y)

such that Kßi) = ^11 r(^i) = ßi > r leaves P2 and ß2 fixed. Then r fails to have
the above property, so r $ (N(K, Y), s).
In either case, H —NÍK, Y) is not maximal in S(X, Y), which is contrary to

the hypothesis. Hence A(X) c: H.
3.13. Theorem.
taining

A(X),

that l<|Ma|

H is a transitive

maximal

subgroup

of S(X,d)

or of A(X) if and only if there is a partition

not con-

{Mx}xeA of M such

= |Mp| <d for each a,ßeA, and H = N(K,d) = N(K)n S(X, d)

or H = NiK,A) = N(K) n A'X), respectively.
Proof. Let H be a transitive maximal subgroup of SÍX,d), AiX)^H.
By
Theorem 3.8, H is imprimitive; and by Theorem 3.2 and the definition of imprimitivity, 1 < |Mx\ = | Mß\ for each a,ßeA
where {Mx}xeA are the sets of

primitivity of //. By Lemma 3.11 and the maximality of H, H = NÍK,d).li
IMx | ïï d, then NÍK, d) = K which is intransitive,

contrary

to the transitivity

of H. Hence | Mx | < d and | A | = X. It now suffices to show that NÍK, d) is
maximal. Let s e S(X, d) —NÍK, d), (x, y) e S(X, d). There are a, ß, y e A, a # ß,
x,eMx,

y,eMß

Then ix,,y,)

such that six,),

siy,)eMy.

= s~1s,se<[NÍK,d),sy.

Let s, = isix,),siyjj)eNiK,d).

Now xeMö,yeMx,

<5= A, then ix,y)eK <=NiK,d) c (NiK,d),sy.
such that

s2(x) = x, and s2(y) = yj.

for some 5,XeA.

If

If <5#¿, there is s2eN(X,d)

Then (x,y) = s2_1(x1,yi)s2e<Ar(X,d),s>.

Thus every transposition is in <JV(K,£>),s> so S(X, d) £<Ar(/i, d), s>. Hence
// = JV(X,d) is maximal in S(X, d).
The proof for H a transitive maximal subgroup of AÍX) is the same as the

proof of Theorem 1.13.
3.14. Theorem. Lei d<Y^X+,
AiX)cH,
then S(X,d)c/Y.

Proof.

H a maximal subgroup of SiX,Y).

Suppose not. Then SiX,Y) = H- SiX,d).

S(Y, Y)

H ■SjX,d) ^

H

If

Thus

SjX,d)

~A(X) ~~ A'X) ' - ÀJxY ' A(X) '
so [S(X,Y)IA(X):H/A(X)]=2.

Hence H¡A(X) is normal in S(X, Y)¡A(X).

Denote the natural homomorphism of S(X,Y) onto S(X, Y)/A(X)
H =f~1(H¡A(Xj)
is normal and maximal, which is a contradiction.
3.15. Corollary.

Let d< Yf¡XT,H

a transitive

maximal

by f. Then
subgroup

of

S(X,Y). Then S(X,d)c H.
3.16. Lemma. // G is a subgroup
subgroup normal in S(X,X+).

of S(X,X+),

then G contains

a largest
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No attempt was made in Definition 2.1 to treat the case where d < Y^Z _X
for Y a cardinal number with no direct predecessor. The following theorem shows
that in this case, a maximal subgroup cannot be constructed over the appropriate
two-celled partition.
3.17. Theorem.
If d < Y_ Z _ X, and Y has no predecessor,
no transitive maximal subgroup of S(X, Y) containing J(Y,Z).
Proof.

Suppose H is a transitive maximal subgroup

then there is

of S(X, Y) containing

J(Y,Z). By Corollary 3.15 and Lemma 3.16, there is d S W< Y such that S(X, W)
is the largest normal subgroup of S(X, X+) contained in //. By Lemma 1.11,

// = {seS(X, Y): T(s)< 17}. Now 17+< Y,soZZ<{seS(X,Y):T(s)< 17+}<S(X,Y),
contrary to the maximality of H. Thus no such H exists.
It should be noted that Theorem 3.13 defines the structure of imprimitive
maximal subgroups of SiX,d) and A'X). That the imprimitive maximal subgroups of S„ are similarly structured is shown by the following theorem.
3.18. Theorem.

H is an imprimitive

H = NiK) where M = \J'j=,Mi

maximal

subgroup

disjointly, |M,|=<?,

of S„ if and only if

l^/

= m, X^q^n,

n = qm, K=n,"=iW).
Proof. If H is an imprimitive maximal subgroup of S„, then there is a nontrivial partition {M¡}™=i of M consisting of the sets of primitivity of //. By
3.2, q = | M, | = | Mj | for every i and /, so n = qm and 1 ^ q ¥=n. By maximality
H 3 NÍK). It now suffices to show /V(K) is maximal. This follows as in the proof

of Theorem 3.13.
3.19. Corollary.
The imprimitive maximal subgroups of S„ are completely
determined (up to isomorphism) by the proper divisors of n. If n is prime, S„
has no imprimitive maximal subgroups.
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